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Breanna Ringo (12) is the only girl on the TPHS wrestling team this 
year. That does not bother her — but the uniform does.

“I didn’t like [my body in it] at fi rst,” Ringo said of the uniform. “It’s so 
tight, and I don’t like that because I am a bit bigger. But then you see other 
big people wearing it and you think ‘Okay, they’re okay with it,’ and I’ll be 
okay with it. But then again, they’re guys.”

Ringo did not shy away from trying out for 
wrestling last year, despite the fact that, at the 
time, there was only one other girl on the team.

“I [wrestled] in seventh and eighth grade and 
then quit, and I started again last year because I 
thought maybe I’m good at it,” Ringo said. “I also 
do track, so [wrestling allows me] to do something 
with kids my own size. People always tell me 
‘You’re too fat,’ and I hear that a lot, which is why 
I didn’t like sports, but I like wrestling because I 
wrestle with my brother.” 

According to Ringo, most would expect a girl who participates in 
wrestling to be more masculine-looking.

“I guess people expect a manly girl who’s into girls,” Ringo said.
Tina Shubat (11) considered wrestling too, but instead opted to take on 

three other sports, swimming, water polo, and rowing. 
According to Shubat, “you know a rower when you see one because 

they’re super buff, they’re muscular and they’re tough.”
Women’s rowing is split into the openweight division, for girls over 

130 pounds, and the lightweight division, for girls less than 130 pounds. 
According to Shubat, who rows openweight, those in her category are 
often “big, tall and buff” and far exceed the minimum weight limit.  The 
importance girls place on size, Shubat said, varies.

Shubat said that, in both rowing and water polo, players may feel 
pressured to lose weight because they think they are too big compared to 
non-athletes. However, there are also girls who try to  gain weight to be 
more competitive with others.

“I don’t [focus on my weight],” Shubat said. “Just go out and do your 
best, and then you’ll leave the fi eld happy and accomplished.”

Shubat said that although she went into sports aware of certain body 
type stereotypes associated with specifi c sports, she chooses not to pay any 
mind to them.

“[As a rower], people expect you to be a buff Helga girl,” Shubat said. 
“You’re known as a huge chick who’s super badass. Water polo is known as 

a lesbian sport because [it involves] girls in tight suits grabbing each other 
in inappropriate places. No matter if you stereotype a person, it’s not going 
to affect their performance, just their self-consciousness. It doesn’t affect 
me.”

Tara Aftahi (12) is a dancer, and said body image plays a large role in 
that pursuit for certain girls.

“[Most people expect a dancer to look like] a ballerina who probably has 
some kind of eating disorder,” Aftahi said.

Aftahi has been a dancer since she was 3, and said that “throughout 
dance, it’s pretty common to see eating disorders.”

“You’re always looking at yourself [in the mirror] when you’re dancing,” 
Aftahi said. “You can be really into [dance] when you’re dancing, but when 
there’s downtime you’re staring at yourself a lot.”

According to the National Association of Anorexia Nervosa and 
Associated Disorders, more than half of teenage girls use unhealthy weight 
control behaviors, and female athletes who participate in aesthetic sports, 
like dance, are at the highest risk for eating disorders.

“Certain sports have an aesthetic appeal,” sports psychologist Dr. 
Jeffrey Jones said. “Certain individuals who may not fi t the stereotype of a 
gymnast or ballerina may actually have diffi culty because there are some 
biases and there are judges.”

According to Aftahi, many eating disorders dancers suffer from are 
linked to pressure from their parents, in addition to the pressure they put 
on themselves to match their skinny peers. 

“I think the stereotype that you have to have the best body and be super 
skinny to be the best dancer has a lot to do with the parents,” Aftahi said. 
“[Many dancers] have had parents who told them they were fat, or the 
parents themselves had problems.”

Aftahi said that her current dance studio is “like a family,” and it is rare 
to see a girl with an eating disorder because the owners stay on top of each 
dancer’s health. If they notice someone who is not eating correctly or looks 
tired, they will call her parents and talk to them privately. However, Aftahi 
said that, at her last studio, the instructors “talked about eating disorders 
like it was totally normal.”

“At the end of the day, people have to realize that there will always be 
someone better than you, and you just have to be happy with yourself,” 
Aftahi said.

Whether donning a unitard or a bathing suit, athletes do not always 
consider performance and skill fi rst — spandex can be pretty revealing.

By Savannah Kelly

Athletes tipping the scales

Cultural perceptions in effect

Now more than ever, society seems to be embracing curves. Ad campaigns 
emphasize “real women,” targeting them specifi cally, schools and charities 
are hosting campaigns encouraging women to love their bodies, and even 
Hollywood is touting “Mad Men” star Christine Hendrick’s curvy appeal.

Even so, these changes are slow to undo the average teenager’s 
preconceptions and beliefs about body image. Tiyanna Calderon (11) said that 
“ideal” body types at TPHS are very specifi c.

“Guys ideally are supposed to have the triangle shape with abs and be tall,” 
Calderon said. “Girls are supposed to be skinny and tall. Guys think that if 
they want to attract a girl, they need to work on their body. Girls [who like] a 
guy want to eat less [to look better].”

Calderon personally believes that being curvy but healthy is best, but 
realizes that it is diffi cult to determine what that means exactly. 

“I’ll work out and push myself too hard,” Calderon said. “I do wish I had 
[celebrities’] bodies, but I know it’s not always realistic.”

Emma Salazar (11) admitted that she is not completely 
confi dent about her body, but she is more accepting of 
herself now that she has matured.

“[Attaining body perfection] has kind of become an 
obsession in society,” Salazar said. “Having a positive 
body image is being comfortable with yourself and not 
constantly self-critiquing – being confi dent.” 

When girls compare themselves to celebrities or models, 
the defi nition of a realistic body image becomes blurred. 
Especially since Photoshopped images in magazines 
feature bodies that literally do not exist in reality. 

In a positive step toward embracing a healthier 
standard for body image, the 19 editors of Vogue Magazine 
around the world announced this year that it would stop featuring minors or 
models with eating disorders in its pages.  

“Vogue believes that good health is beautiful,” Conde Nast International 
Chairman Jonathon Newhouse said in a statement quoted by the Canadian 
Broadcasting Company. “Vogue Editors around the world want the magazines 
to refl ect their commitment to the health of the models who appear on the 
pages and the well-being of their readers.”

Israel also made it illegal this year for models who do not have a healthy 
Body Mass Index level to work, while runways in Madrid and Milan have had 
medics on hand to approve models before they are allowed to go on.

Salazar said the media, social pressures, friends, stress and one’s own 
mentality affect body image, and they are mostly negative factors. 

“For me, [media had] a huge effect,” Salazar said. “Celebrities, all the diet 
ads on TV and even people that I know personally have negative [reactions] 
toward girls that aren’t really skinny.”

According to San Diego psychologist Dr. Sage deBeixedon Breslin, teens 
who lack a sense of self-acceptance or whose environments are particularly 

stressful or chaotic, may have decreased body confi dence.
“Body image can taint your whole life,” Salazar said. “You’ll be less social 

because you don’t want to be seen. Or you focus less on school, because you’re 
so worried about your body image.”

According to Calderon, other factors that infl uence body image, like 
women’s magazines, send hypocritical messages by saying that they embrace 
curves, while featuring rail-thin models in their pages.

“There are curvier models, but then they’re called plus-sized models,” 
Calderon said. “Usually it’s the skinnier ones that are more attractive and 
get more pay.”

According to Patrick Chung (11), who lived in Hong Kong, the desire to 
be thin is the same in that part of the world. In Hong Kong, normal teenage 
boys diet and skip meals to be thinner. 

“I feel like guys in America don’t really care about their body shape,” 
Chung said. “There’s obesity. In Asia, the guys care 
about their body shape because they want to meet 
girls.”

Nonetheless, Chung said that “guys have an 
easier time [with body image] compared to girls.” 

Salazar, who also spends time on the East 
Coast, believes that living in an environment like 
Southern California, where shorts are worn year-
round, makes body image a more prevalent issue 
than in other areas of the country.

Despite the location Breslin said that “[Being] 
surrounded by loving, nurturing folks who don’t 
judge or criticize may vastly improve body image 
or body confi dence.” 

For most people, building self-confi dence takes time. According to 
Chung, Salazar and Calderon, body issues start to affect people in 
middle school. 

“Middle school is really rough,” Salazar said. “Noticing body image 
depends on the person and their maturity. I think [middle school] is too 
young of an age to worry about your body, but it’ll happen at one point, 
and it’s inevitable.”

Body image manifests itself online too, according to Calderon. Girls 
view pictures of themselves on Facebook and notice aspects of their 
faces or bodies that they dislike, often comparing themselves to others. 
Eventually, they untag unfl attering photos that make them feel less 
confi dent.

According to Breslin, girls’ body image may be shaken by how other 
girls look, but is more often driven by self-doubt, emotional insecurity and 
the need to manage or control personal and family chaos. Only learning to 
love oneself can help one develop a healthy body image.

By Crystal Park 

Comfortable in their curves

The stereotypical Southern California home might 
place emphasis on big lips and skinny hips, but in 
Jamaica, the curviest bodies are the most attractive; 
in India, people with curvy bodies are also considered 
beautiful. Everyone wants to be beautiful, but beauty 
and its importance differs in every culture. 

Meera Kota (10) celebrates her Indian heritage 
by participating in traditional dance, which she said 
refl ects beauty of people and beauty of the gods and 
makes her feel pretty.

“People want to be lighter-skinned. In India, 
[people] have a bunch of creams to make their skin look 
lighter,” Kota said. “They value long hair a lot, too.”

According to Rajasri Kota, Meera’s mother, there 
is less emphasis on appearance in India than in the 
United States, but pressure to look a certain way 
exists.

“In the last 20 years, because of the Internet age and 
software position, [Indian] women have become more 
economically independent, and 
[appearance] is less important 
in urban areas,” Rajasri said. 
“[However], people still prefer 
girls who are slim, pretty and 
fair because most marriages are 
arranged.”

According to CNN, in 2012, 
90 percent of marriages  in 
India were arranged. Arranged 
marriages have been a social 
custom  throughout India’s 
history, although they are now 
becoming less common in cities. 
Rajasri said that girls who are fair tend to get married 
quicker and it is traditional for girls to have long hair. 
Physical appearance is especially emphasized for girls 
for whom education is out of reach.

However, Meera Kota still believes that, in India, 
people are not as judgmental of appearance as people 
can be in the United States.

“I feel a lot more comfortable in my body when I am 
in India than I do when I’m here,” Kota said. “Because 
I’m not super skinny, I fi t in better there.”

According to Jane Lee (10), South Koreans highly 
emphasize physical appearance. Both men and women 
strive for clean, porcelain-colored skin and focus on 
doll-like facial features. According to a 2010 report from 
the International Society of Aesthetic Plastic Surgery, 
South Korea is the most cosmetically enhanced nation 
in the world.

“There are ads for plastic surgery on all the subways 
and buses,” Lee said. “I can feel pressured at times 

because a lot of people look so similar.”
According to Lee, many Koreans are uncomfortable 

with their eyes and noses, choosing to have cosmetic 
surgery to create double eyelids and raise their nose 
bridges.

Palestinian Sara Doudar (11) said that in her home 
town, there is not an ideal for beauty, but that there are 
certain qualities society values. According to Doudar, 
everything from height to hair in Palestine looks best 
when “medium” or “average.” Palestinians prefer to 
have tanned skin and a clear complexion. However, in 
general, physical appearance carries little weight in 
Palestine.

“[People put a lot emphasis on] education,” Doudar 
said. “In [America] they might put out a diet pill 
commercial, there they would put out a commercial for 
a new school.”

Jourdan Johnson (11), who embraces her African-
American heritage, does not feel pressured to look a 

certain way, but instead tries to be 
confi dent and comfortable in  her own 
body. Johnson has been brought up in 
a household that emphasizes feeling 
healthy as opposed to the size of one’s 
body.

“When I walk around seeing someone 
with cute shorts or wearing a cute outfi t 
I’m like, ‘Oh, I wish I could pull that 
off,’ but ultimately I’m comfortable 
with myself. So even though I can’t 
necessarily pull that off, it doesn’t really 
affect me,” Johnson said.

Johnson stresses other physical 
features, like the eyes, but has other issues as well.

“Being an African-American, hair is a big deal,” 
Johnson said.  “I have really curly hair, but I want 
straight hair.”

According to The New York Times, African-
American women often choose to straighten their hair 
as a way to gain the acceptance of those around them. 
Comedian Chris Rock made an entire documentary on 
the subject.

Nick Narla (10), a Hindu, feels his culture  places 
little value on body image, focusing instead on spiritual 
qualities.

“As long as I don’t look homeless, my parents don’t 
really care,” Narla said.

If Narla and Kota, who are both Indian, are any 
indication, perhaps the concept of beauty differs not 
just among cultures, but upbringing and experiences 
also infl uence the way people perceive their bodies.

By Sarah Brown
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